The phasic firing activity of midbrain dopamine neurons is believed to encode a reward prediction 28 error, which can guide learning and serve as an incentive signal. In his famous experiment, Pavlov 29 observed that if food follows the ring of a bell, a dog comes to salivate after the bell is rung.
Results

82
We built a system-level network in which reward prediction error (RPE) emerges during learning, 83 from the interaction of the neruronal ensembles repersenting RPE computation. To illustrate how 84 RPE is computed in the network, we subjected it to in silico experimental scenarios similar to a 85 conditioning task. This analogue of classical conditioning consists in the repeated pairing of a CS 86 with the US, separated by a fixed interval duration. The in silico experiments below examine how the 87 value (magnitude) of the US reward and the duration of the CS-US interval are learned separately, 88 and combined by VTA GABA cells. In turn, VTA GABA neurons provide the expectation term used to 89 cancel the excitation of dopamine cells by the US, at the time of the expected reward (Cohen et al., 90 2012) (Eshel et al., 2015) . Finally, we show how this new model provides a better description of 91 experimental data that have been left unexplained yet, i.e. how dopamine cells respond to rewards 92 delivered earlier than expected (Fiorillo et al., 2008) , and how value and timing are dissociated by 93 VS lesions (Takahashi et al., 2016) . 94 Model Architecture 95 The system-level computational model attempts to explain how the dopamine reward prediction 96 error is computed in appetitive conditioning in the VTA through understanding the roles of VTA GABA 97 and Peduncolopontine (PPN) neurons. The model is shown in Figure 1 . The model focuses on the 98 computation inside the VTA carried out by two populations viz., the VTA DA and VTA GABA neurons. 99 Lateral Hypothalamus (LH) projects to PPN RD and VS and these in turn project to VTA DA and 100 VTA GABA respectively. When reward is delivered, it is reported to fire the Lateral Hypothalamus 101 (LH) and activates the LH → PPN RD (Reward delivery) → VTA Dopamine pathway resulting in 102 US dopamine firing prior to any sort of learning (Semba and Fibiger, 1992; Lokwan et al., 1999) . 103 Basolateral Amygdala (BLA) learns the magnitude of the US through the projections from VTA 104 DA to BLA, which signal a reward prediction error that modulates synaptic plasticity. A pathway 105 from LH to BLA learns that BLA firing for CS has the same amplitude as the US-induced firing 106 (Sah et al., 2003) . The immediate firing in response to the CS occurs through the BLA recognizing neurons deliver reward to VTA DA neurons from the Lateral Hypothalamus (LH) which receives the unconditioned stimulus (US). The PPN Fixation target (FT) neurons receive their projections from the Central Nucleus (CE) of the Amygdala and these PPN neurons along with Ventral Striatum (VS) project to VTA GABA forming the inhibitory signal that cancels the VTA DA upon reward delivery. The BLA is regarded to learn the association between unconditioned stimulus (US) and the conditioned stimulus (CS) and produces the anticipatory firing in VTA DA through the BLA->CE->PPN RD->VTA DA pathway. The VS is posited to learn the timing of the interval and it has inhibitory projections on VTA GABA.
The synaptic weights between IT and BLA are updated after each rewarding trial. Consequently, 128 after a few trials (7 in our simulations), the BLA starts responding to the CS stimulus. This When a reward is delivered earlier than expected (i.e. with a shorter delay than the CS-US 166 interval that has been learned), US firing is observed in VTA dopamine neurons. More precisely, 167 in this case of earlier-than-expected US reward, VTA dopamine neurons fire less than the 168 initial (before learning) firing observed at US delivery. This is consistent with the US being 169 expected, albeit not at this precise timing. An interpretation would be that partial expectations 170 are generated during the CS-US interval, hence the reward prediction decreases with time 171 until the expected timing of US delivery. In our model, we observed that the earlier the 172 reward was delivered, the higher was the VTA DA firing (Figure 4 B ). VTA DA firing in Figure 4 Previous studies have implicated the striatum (Usuda et al., 1998) (Bocklisch et al., 2013) (Chuhma et al., 2011)(Xia et al., 2011)(Klein-Flügge et al., 2011) Manuscript submitted to eLife suitable for computation of reward prediction error (Eshel et al., 2015) . This model hypothesises we observe in the model when VS is lesioned. VTA GABA loses its ramping functionality and has a 304 flat tonic firing pattern carrying on its earlier peak expectation thoughout the duration of the trial, 305 The authors also note that "non-dopaminergic" neurons show significantly higher baseline firing 306 rate when VS is lesion. Our model hypothesises that it is indeed the VTA GABA neurons that are 307 now exhibiting a higher flat expectation due to the VS being lesioned. Thus, the model proposes 308 that it is the VS input to VTA GABA that gives its expectation signal the temporal specificity that the 309 authors mention in their paper.
310
Methods and Materials
311
Evaluation of the model 312 The paradigm used to evaluate the model is a simple CS-US associative learning task and also 313 considers how the expectation cancels out the dopamine peak at the time of the reward. The trial 314 duration is 500 time steps with each time step corresponding to 1ms. The stimulus is presented 315 at the 10 ℎ time step and is kept switched on till the arrival of the reward at the 400 ℎ time step 316 (400ms). The reward and the stimulus have by default a magnitude of 1. The number of trials for 317 the entire conditioning to happen was set at 14 trials (i.e. trials required for the learning algorithm 318 to converge).
319
Model Description
320
Computational principles 321 The system-level model is composed of mean-field description of neuronal populations representing 322 distinct, interconnected brain structures. Population dynamics is described by its average firing 323 frequency across time ( ), which is taken as the positive part of a membrane potential ( ), 
( ) = ( ( )) +
term chosen randomly at each time step from a uniform distribution between −0.01 and 0.01.
327
The incoming afferent synaptic currents and ℎ represent the weighted sum of excitatory 328 and inhibitory firing rates, respectively, the weight representing the synaptic weights between the 329 populations. 330 Some of the neuronal populations extract a short-term phasic activity from their incoming 331 inputs, by removing out the tonic component of the input. This is done by the following equations: A Bound function is used when the firing of a population is described with an upper and a lower limit in certain populations.
A threshold function is also used in some populations and it outputs 1 when the input exceeds 338 a threshold Γ, 0 otherwise:
The learning rules defined in the model are based on the Hebbian learning rule and a DA modulated learning rule in the case of BLA like the multiplicative three factor learning rule. The evolution over time of the weight ( ) of a synapse between the neuronal population (presynaptic neurons) and the neuronal population (postsynaptic neurons) is governed by:
where is the weight term, the learning rate, 
where ( ) is an external input resulting either from a stimulus or from a reward. 346 Basolateral Amygdala
347
The BLA receives inputs about the CS from the IT, the US from the LH, as well as VTA DA output. This 348 allows the BLA to learn to associate the CS with the US, thus providing a magnitude expectation. 349 The equation below is the same equation as in Equation 2 without the inhibitory component and   350 with the presence of a tonic to phasic conversion.
351
.
( ) = ( ( )) + with = 10ms, = 10ms, = 1. The CS is learned by updating the synaptic weights between IT and BLA and the learning rule is given by: The timing mechanism in the VS transforms a phasic excitatory input into a decreasing sustained 395 activity, which slope depends upon the weights.
396
. As described in figure 6 , weight is updated after each iteration according to the following rule:
where is the learning rate equal to 0.4 The first term decreases the weights based on and 400 the weights keep decreasing until the bound is reached when Δ Γ ( ( )) becomes greater than 0 at 
